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One day, Haruhi, a scholarship student at exclusive Ouran High School, breaks an $80,000 vase

that belongs to the 'Host Club', a mysterious campus group consisting of six super-rich (and

gorgeous) guys. To pay back the damages, she is forced to work for the club, and it's there that she

discovers just how wealthy the boys are and how different they are from everybody else.
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One day, Haruhi, a scholarship student at exclusive Ouran High School, breaks an $80,000 vase

that belongs to the "Host Club," a mysterious campus group consisting of six super-rich (and

gorgeous) guys. To pay back the damages, she is forced to work for the club, and it's there that she

discovers just how wealthy the boys are and how different they are from everybody else.

Bisco Hatori made her manga debut with Isshun kan no Romance (A Moment of Romance) in LaLa

DX magazine. The comedy Ouran High School Host Club is her breakout hit. When she's stuck

thinking up characters' names, she gets inspired by loud, upbeat music (her radio is set to NACK5

FM). She enjoys reading all kinds of manga, but she's especially fond of the sci-fi drama Please

Save My Earth and Slam Dunk, a basketball classic.

I loved the anime so I decided to try the manga too and it's been great so far. Only concerns are

there was a crease on the front cover. It's no biggie it's just kind of bothers me. Also kind of wish



customer service was better since I had tried to cancel this order so I could buy this with something

else so I could get it cheaper and it took 2 days for them to respond and during that time they

shipped the book so I couldn't cancel it. :/ But, I've just decided to keep it and shipping was pretty

good. Other than that this is a great series and I feel really bad saying bad things about it because it

truly is amazing, they just needs to work out some kinks in a few places.

5 stars for the book but its hard to read manga on the  kindle sometimes so, there are so many

smaller words so I have to keep on zooming in and than waiting for the picture to clear. Kind of

annoying when you have to do this with every page so I think I may refrain buying manga on Kindle

now.

I loved this series and the books are just as entertaining. I watched the entire series in just a couple

of days cause I could stop watching them so I started purchasing the books and was doubly

entertained. In those times I just need to laugh, I open one of these books up on my reader.

this was a gift for my best friend and it was great. saying that i have the whole series this has came

better than any packaged book i got. 10/10 seller, thank you! :)

Love It

If one has watched the anime, this entire book is in the series. I personally took the time and

decided to read through the early books anyway. I'm glad I did! There are details that were

changed, and the timeline is slightly different within the manga. That detail helped the entertainment

level to still be high, even though the chapters' stories I already knew.This book was enough to get

me hooked, and now I'm getting into the part of the series only the readers will be able to enjoy.

Now to mention the bonus chapters that pop in and out of the series!Wonderful manga; humorous,

fun, and a touch of drama here and there!

If you're a fan of Walt Kelly's "Pogo," you will probably love to read the Ouran series, as many of the

characters seem to parallel Kelly's denizens of the Okefenokee. Haruhi is the analog of Pogo

himself, the quintessential everyman. Tamaki is a far more suave version of Albert Alligator, certain

the world revolves around him. Hikaru = Howland and Kaoru = Churchy...they stick together to

create schemes and havoc all around them! I'd have to put Hunny as an equivalent to Rackety



Coon Child, who takes advantage of his cuteness to get what he wants (including getting out of

trouble)! Kyoya is the manipulative but friendly Seminole Sam, always out to make a buck.The

atmosphere of a rich kids' high school provides a lot of opportunity for comic relief. The disparity

between the common folk and the rich folk ditto. I really love this series and it constantly makes me

laugh out loud.Honestly, Pogo is one of the best, and to read Ouran with these parallels in mind

catapults Ouran to the top of the manga heap and beyond.

I loved the animae series, so I decided to start the Manga. The book is amazing and I've already

bought the second one. I had no problem with rips or scratches on the cover and it's a great product

overall.
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